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The One Thing You Need to Know 2008-09-04 drawing on a wide body of research including extensive in depth
interviews the one thing you need to know reveals the central insights that lie at the core of great managing great
leadership and great careers buckingham uses a wealth of relevant examples to reveal that at the heart of each
insight lies a controlling insight lose sight of this one thing and all of your best efforts at managing leading or
individual achievement will be diminished for great managing the controlling insight has less to do with fairness or
team building or clear expectations although all are important rather the one thing great managers know is the
need to discover and then capitalize on what is unique about each person for leadership the controlling insight is
the opposite discover and capitalize on what is universal to all your people regardless of differences in personality
race sex or age for sustained individual success the controlling insight is the need to discover what you don t like
doing and know how and when to stop doing it in every way a groundbreaking work the one thing you need to know
offers crucial performance and career lessons for business people at every level
Rodéate de los mejores 2013-02 rodéate de los mejores cubre las necesidades de los líderes en las
organizaciones complejas perteneces al consejo de administración y estás buscando un nuevo director general para
tu empresa necesitas cubrir un puesto clave en tu división quieres saber qué técnicas debes aplicar para evitar caer
en la trampa de los juicios prematuros en el proceso de evaluación de candidatos rodéate de los mejores es un
recurso completo para los directivos interesados en mejorar su capacidad para contratar y promocionar a los
mejores y para cualquier persona interesada en el tema sí rodearse de los mejores es difícil pero no es un misterio
es una disciplina que puedes y debes dominar para tu organización y para tu propio éxito
Before the Singing 2013-04-25 written for the collaborative community that supports children s choirs in school
church and community contexts before the singing is appropriate for artistic directors conductors music educators
board members volunteers administrators staff and university students studying music education or nonprofit arts
management
Total Leaders 2.0 2010-04-16 total leaders 2 0 is the twenty first century s quick guide to leadership and successful
change it places the best thinking of several dozen cutting edge leadership and change gurus of the past two
decades into an integrated compelling easily understood and practical leadership framework the total leader 2 0
model the model s five domains and fifteen performance roles enable leaders in any field of endeavor to
systematically address the challenges of organizational change in today s technologically driven dramatically
changing world what the book s first two chapters vividly describe as the age of empowerment this new edition of
the widely read total leaders book 1 significantly deepens the theoretical grounding and applicability of the original
total leader model and 2 expands its connection to other significant dimensions of leadership professionalism
personal empowerment learning life and change this book provides education leaders with a powerful outside the
box perspective on today s pressing educational issues and a systematic process called strategic design for moving
their organizations from an industrial age grounding to an age of empowerment way of educating for the twenty
first century
The Manager's Bookshelf 2008 the manager s bookshelf serves the needs of both current managers and
students of management for professionals and students alike the manager s bookshelf provides the vessel for
expanding knowledge and is the perfect tool to search for further insights in more direct routes of management
Reporting Inequality 2019-03-04 under increasingly intense newsroom demands reporters often find it difficult to
cover the complexity of topics that deal with racial and social inequality this path breaking book lays out simple
effective reporting strategies that equip journalists to investigate disparity s root causes chapters discuss how
racially disparate outcomes in health education wealth income housing and the criminal justice system are often
the result of inequity in opportunity and also provide theoretical frameworks for understanding the roots of racial
inequity examples of model reporting from propublica the center for public integrity and the san jose mercury news
showcase best practice in writing while emphasizing community based reporting throughout the book tools and
practical techniques such as the fault lines framework the listening post and the authors opportunity index and
upstream downstream framework all help journalists improve their awareness and coverage of structural inequity at
a practical level for students and journalists alike reporting inequality is an ideal resource for understanding how to
cover structures of injustice with balance and precision
Disability and Religious Diversity 2011-10-24 this collection of essays examines how diverse religions of the world
represent understand theologize theorize and respond to disability and chronic illness contributors employ a variety
of methodological approaches including ethnography historical cultural or textual analysis personal narrative and
theological philosophical investigation
Sailing the Seven Seas of Life 2007-11 what others are saying about sailing the seven seas of life charting a course
for successful christian living sailing the seven seas moves you through the critical thinking patterns necessary to
live a life that is meaningful effective and god honoring you ll love what you discover and you ll thoroughly enjoy
the read scott treadway lead pastor rancho community church temecula california in a world where even christian
books offer platitudes and half truths on the meaning of life elzinga delivers down to earth biblical wisdom that
readers can actually use sailing the seven seas of life gives sound advice for anyone who wants to maximize their
life so hoist your sail and become the person god made you to be michael e wittmer ph d associate professor of
systematic theology grand rapids theological seminar author heaven is a place on earth with our culture
abandoning absolutes at a maddening pace you will appreciate john elzinga s literary voyage through seven seas a
journey to forge an eighth c character the essential personal quality for challenging days ahead john d beckett
Mo's Bows: A Young Person's Guide to Start-Up Success 2019-10-15 a young person s guide to starting your
own business written by a successful kidpreneur running a successful business can be hard for anyone but
seventeen year old moziah bridges has becomes a pro at it his company mo s bow s is what today s kidpreneurs
dream of achieving a successful business selling a product that one loves and is passionate about mo shares with
young business minded readers his bows of business believe in yourself take the opportunity to give back work hard
study hard and have support from friends and family he knows there is a mo s bows in every household kids just
need someone to help nurture their talents aimed at young middle grade readers mo s bows a young person s
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guide to startup success follows mo s journey to success and reveals all the ups and downs and important lessons
he s learned along the way as well as provides information and tips on how to start your own business and succeed
complete with a foreword by new york times bestselling author daymond john this book is sure to inspire budding
young entrepreneurs to achieve their business goals
21st Century Psychology: A Reference Handbook 2007-12-17 via 100 entries 21st century psychology a reference
handbook highlights the most important topics issues questions and debates any student obtaining a degree in the
field of psychology ought to have mastered for effectiveness in the 21st century this two volume reference resource
available both in print and online provides an authoritative source to serve students research needs with more
detailed information than encyclopedia entries but without the jargon detail or density found in a typical journal
article or a research handbook chapter students will find chapters contained within these volumes useful as aids
toward starting research for papers presentations or a senior thesis assisting in deciding on areas for elective
coursework or directions for graduate studies or orienting themselves toward potential career directions in
psychology the cadre of contributing authors consists of established experts within the field of psychology including
several former presidents of the american psychological association who are in tune with current and likely future
directions of this amazingly broad and diverse field the 100 chapters provide material of interest for students from
all corners of psychological studies whether their interests be in the biological cognitive developmental social or
clinical arenas coverage includes cutting edge topics such as human performance in extreme environments
chapters are brief reader friendly and presented at an appropriate level for undergraduate students with references
to guide them to key further readings key features provides students with initial footholds on topics of interest in
researching for term papers in preparing for gres and in consulting to determine directions to take in pursuing a
senior thesis a graduate degree a career etc offers full coverage of major subthemes and subfields within the field
of psychology including social developmental cognitive biological clinical and methodology provides uniform in
chapter structure to make it easy for students to locate key information with a common format of introduction
theory methods applications comparisons future directions summary references further readings and cross
references
Power to the Middle 2023-07-18 if you re thinking of cutting your midlevel managers in the new world of work
think again middle manager the term evokes a bygone industrial era in which managers functioned like cogs in a
vast bureaucratic machine in recent decades midlevel managers became a favorite target for the chopping block
underappreciated often considered a superfluous layer of the organization not only does this outdated perspective
need to change but the future demands it in power to the middle mckinsey thought leaders bill schaninger bryan
hancock and emily field call for a profound reimagining of managers and their roles they explain how middle
managers are uniquely positioned close to the ground but with a crucial connection to company strategy enabling
them to guide their organizations through periods of rapid and complex change as well as to help shape the new
world of work the authors compellingly illustrate this deep shift in the workplace showing how managers are the key
to winning the war for talent which requires strong people skills to attract and retain the best talent managers must
shift from merely enforcing rules to challenging them serving as critical stopgaps for rules that are ineffective or
obsolete crucially good managers must not be promoted out of their jobs instead their title and compensation
should reflect their high value and allow them to advance within their roles with rich stories and cutting edge
research power to the middle offers a new model for companies to radically alter the way they hire train and reward
their midlevel managers their most valuable asset
Developments 2002 the extent to which we see ourselves as similar or different from others in our lives plays a key
role in getting along and participating in social life this volume identifies research relevant to such communal
functions of social comparisons and summarizes and organizes this research within a single coherent conceptual
framework the volume provides an important addition to current thinking about social comparison which has often
neglected communal and affiliative functions whereas human desire to compare with others has traditionally been
viewed as motivated by self centered needs such as self evaluation self enhancement and self improvement this
book presents an eclectic cross section of research that illuminates connective cooperative and participatory
functions of social comparisons in this vein the book aims both to expose research on currently neglected functions
of social comparisons and to motivate a broader theoretical integration of social comparison processes
Communal Functions of Social Comparison 2014-03-21 africa for the africans was the name given in africa to the
extraordinary black social protest movement led by jamaican marcus mosiah garvey 1887 1940 volumes i vii of the
marcus garvey and universal negro improvement association papers chronicled the garvey movement that
flourished in the united states during the 1920s now the long awaited african volumes of this edition volumes viii
and ix and a forthcoming volume x demonstrate clearly the central role africans played in the development of the
garvey phenomenon the african volumes provide the first authoritative account of how africans transformed
garveyism from an external stimulus into an african social movement they also represent the most extensive
collection of documents ever gathered on the early african nationalism of the inter war period here is a detailed
chronicle of the spread of garvey s call for african redemption throughout africa and the repressive colonial
responses it engendered volume viii begins in 1917 with the little known story of the pan african commercial
schemes that preceded garveyism and charts the early african reactions to the unia volume ix continues the story
documenting the establishment of unia chapters throughout africa and presenting new evidence linking garveyism
and nascent namibian nationalism
The Marcus Garvey and Universal Negro Improvement Association Papers, Vol. I 1983-11-04 are you still
unprepared for the gmat catch up with the official guide gmat official guide 2021 is the only study guide written by
the graduate management admission council the makers of the gmat exam get a competitive edge by studying the
guide s 950 questions the questions are arranged from simplest to hardest so you ll be able to consistently increase
your knowledge as you fly through the guide access online the 950 questions in the book plus an additional 150
online only questions complete with detailed answer keys and strategies direct from the makers of the gmat you
can even use the mobile app to study while you re at work or school it s easy to work seamlessly between all of
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your devices gmat official guide 2021 comes with detailed descriptions of the gmat s format and content
comprehensive strategies for performing well on the gmat online flashcards to help you retain what you read
complete grammar and quantitative reviews actual gmat essay topics along with sample responses and scoring info
GMAT Official Guide 2020 2019-05-07 gmat official guide 2024 2025 includes book online question bank digital
flashcards mobile app power up your prep with the gmat official guide the only study guide that features real exam
questions you ll get exclusive tips and tricks directly from the exam creators and gain access to 900 practice
questions to set you up for success on test day highlights updated data insights quantitative review and verbal
review chapters to master each section of the gmat focus edition access to an online question bank to create
custom practice sets by questions type and difficulty level so that you can plan your individual practice exclusive
access to online diagnostic evaluations to discover your strengths and focus areas detailed answer explanations to
master the reasoning behind the answers new get exclusive exam preparation tips from test prep organizations use
this guide to master the exam structure and excel in each section understand key concepts with review chapters
gain confidence in all question types featuring 100 new questions review detailed explanations to understand
correct and incorrect answers new practice with two part analysis questions in the book plus focus your studying
with the online question bank bonus included with purchase tailor your practice by building practice sets targeting
question type and difficulty discover your strengths and weaknesses with diagnostic quizzes track your focus areas
and progress with key metrics reinforce concepts with flashcards and engaging games challenge yourself with
timed practice use digital flashcards to master key concepts also accessible on the mobile app the online question
bank is accessible through your mba com account
GMAT Official Guide 2024-2025: Book + Online Question Bank 2024-05-29 the definitive guide from the
makers of the gnat exam
GMAT Official Guide 2018: Book + Online 2017-06-19 the final entry in this all you need to know series summarizes
the best points in the previous 12 books updates many of them and integrates must have knowledge into a unified
indispensable whole entrepreneurs need authors who will speak to them as equals sharing the secrets they found
as they built their own businesses crafted in that spirit praeger s entrepreneur s guide series provides practical
accessible and authoritative advice on the major considerations in establishing and growing a new venture each
book includes wisdom tales from the trenches worksheets templates sample documents and resource lists to help
entrepreneurs leverage their time and money the entrepreneur s guide to running a business distills and shares the
important points from each of the series previous books making the road to success smoother and more certain this
culmination of the professional development series takes the reader through all the important steps of starting and
running an enterprise it includes such essentials as writing the business plan hiring the team raising capital
managing technology doing market research and of course marketing the product once the business is up and
running the book can be consulted for advice on managing growth and inspiring and retaining employees as well as
for knowledge about handling crises and flourishing even during a recession
The Entrepreneur's Guide to Running a Business 2014-05-28 the must read summary of marcus buckingham s
book the one thing you need to know about great managing great leading and sustained individual success this
complete summary of the ideas from marcus buckingham s book the one thing you need to know provides the key
to being a great manager never forget that everyone who reports to you is a unique individual in his book the
author explains that your job is to capitalise on employees individualities rather than trying to eradicate differences
and encouraging everyone to act the same this summary reveals exactly how you can do this and how you can
ensure that you are the best leader possible by creating confidence within your team added value of this summary
save time understand key concepts expand your knowledge to learn more read the one thing you need to know and
discover how you can become a great leader by embracing the unique qualities of your employees
Summary: The One Thing You Need to Know 2014-10-28 this book highlights recent research on intelligent
systems and nature inspired computing it presents 212 selected papers from the 18th international conference on
intelligent systems design and applications isda 2018 and the 10th world congress on nature and biologically
inspired computing nabic which was held at vit university india isda nabic 2018 was a premier conference in the
field of computational intelligence and brought together researchers engineers and practitioners whose work
involved intelligent systems and their applications in industry and the real world including contributions by authors
from over 40 countries the book offers a valuable reference guide for all researchers students and practitioners in
the fields of computer science and engineering
Intelligent Systems Design and Applications 2019-04-11 this volume is a comprehensive roadmap to the
burgeoning area of affective sciences which now spans several disciplines the handbook brings together for the first
time the various strands of inquiry and latest research in the scientific study of the relationship between the
mechanisms of the brain and the psychology of mind in recent years scientists have made considerable advances in
understanding how brain processes shape emotions and are changed by human emotion drawing on a wide range
of neuroimaging techniques neuropsychological assessment and clinical research scientists are beginning to
understand the biological mechanisms for emotions as a result researchers are gaining insight into such compelling
questions as how do people experience life emotionally why do people respond so differently to the same
experiences what can the face tell us about internal states how does emotion in significant social relationships
influence health are there basic emotions common to all humans this volume brings together the most eminent
scholars in the field to present in sixty original chapters the latest research and theories in the field the book is
divided into ten sections neuroscience autonomic psychophysiology genetics and development expression
components of emotion personality emotion and social processes adaptation culture and evolution emotion and
psychopathology and emotion and health this major new volume will be an invaluable resource for researchers that
will define affective sciences for the next decade
Human Resource Planning 2004 why do some late modern churches grow counter to the trend in western europe
why do people identify with such churches and does identification lead to morally transforming commitments
beyond late modern consumerism this case study investigates these questions based on real life or empirical
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research which include both the level of individual life strategies and organisational practice in two growing
european churches this innovative and interdisciplinary study draws on recent findings in theology moral philosophy
sociology and organisational psychology its findings may prove useful not only for scholars in these disciplines it
may also enrich the reflection of practitioners who seek to perform the difficult art of transformational leadership in
a late modern context
Handbook of Affective Sciences 2002-12-19 this comprehensive reference source is a state of the art guide to the
scientific clinical rehabilitative and policy aspects of vision impairment and blindness more than 100 original
contributions from physicians therapists rehabilitation specialists and policy makers cover everything from the basic
science of vision and its diseases to assistive technologies treatment and care
Ecclesial Identification beyond Late Modern Individualism? 2012-03-06 examines the issue of how people
communicate and learn in the electronic environment it explores many of the problems associated with the
newness of e learning and the diverse approaches to e learning adopted by the academic government corporate
and community sectors
The Lighthouse Handbook on Vision Impairment and Vision Rehabilitation 2000-04-13 technological
advancements have become an integral part of life impacting the way we work communicate make decisions learn
and play as technology continually progresses humans are being outpaced by its capabilities and it is important for
businesses organizations and individuals to understand how to optimize data and to implement new methods for
more efficient knowledge discovery and information management and retrieval innovative applications of
knowledge discovery and information resources management offers in depth coverage on the pervasiveness of
technological change with a collection of material on topics such as the impact of permeable work life boundaries
burnout and turnover big data usage and computer based learning it proves a worthy source for academicians
practitioners it leaders it professionals and advanced level students interested in examining the ways in which
technology is changing the world
Relearning to E-learn 2004 the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the
united states congress it is published daily when congress is in session the congressional record began publication
in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the
united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873
Innovative Applications of Knowledge Discovery and Information Resources Management 2018-06-01 this collection
explores historical and present day issues in education management the training and development of leaders and
their roles in leading people and managing resources and provides a focus on the major management issues which
are current throughout the education world the articles reprinted here include the management of applied
individual psychology organizational psychology individual interpersonal and group interaction personality theory
leadership theory and organization theory
Congressional Record 1968 on the eve of superbowl andre waters phenom running back of portland s
professional football team is shot three times in a las vegas penthouse suite before his attacker is identified andre
reflects on his life choices and football career decisions leading to this violent conclusion in the luxurious lodgings of
a ritzy casino skyloft from humble beginnings at texas state university andre is a 17 year old pigskin prodigy young
dumb and full of testosterone gifted and gullible andre is fabulous on the field while off field he clumsily fumbles the
hearts of two gorgeous young women with the speed of an olympic sprinter andre can maneuver between
defenders and pivot between girlfriends as linebackers pursue andre in football games the running back is oblivious
to evil forces stalking him in his personal life a tragic tale of the arkansas backwoods reveals the motivations of
andre s covert antagonist he keeps running back between two women until he is eventually blindsided the running
back is the calamitous drama of a rich black adolescent fool
Educational Management 2004 though best known for transporting readers to nazi germany in his equal parts
heartwarming and heartbreaking bestselling novel the book thief markus zusak has many credits to his name
penning the underdogs trilogy the messenger and the book thief which was also turned into a popular film all before
the age of forty zusak has left fans eager to see what he will come up with next this biography of the award winning
author examines his early influences including his parents tales of life during world war ii and his development into
a writer beloved by readers of all ages
The Publishers Weekly 2005 new york times bestselling author nancy taylor rosenberg s latest thriller finds
probation officer carolyn sullivan pursuing a twisted killer in a case that defies logic evidence and carolyn s own
street smarts it s been ten years since carolyn sullivan helped put vicious murderer and serial rapist carl holden
behind bars forensic evidence had him nailed dead to rights but in a stunning turn of events holden is once again a
free man and carolyn is his probation officer to the state holden has served his time to carolyn he represents a
heinous miscarriage of justice then a body is found in the same location where holden buried his first victim as the
dead count quickly mounts everything carolyn ever trusted as a professional is put to the test with time running out
only the biggest gamble of her life can stop a ruthless killer or bring alive her worst nightmare a great page turner a
whirlwind finish pittsburgh post gazette a terrific protagonist fabulous forensic support and an incredible climax a
superb thriller midwest book review a detailed insider s look behind the badge daily news a selection of the literary
guild and doubleday book club nancy taylor rosenberg s fourteen year career in law enforcement included jobs with
the dallas police department the new mexico state police the ventura police and the ventura county probation
department where she was a superior court investigator a new york times bestselling author she has won acclaim
for her novels mitigating circumstances interest of justice first offense california angel trial by fire abuse of power
buried evidence conflict of interest sullivan s law and sullivan s justice her books have been translated into almost
every language and have been bestsellers in many countries she has been featured in people magazine and has
appeared on prime time live the today show rivera live entertainment tonight and cnn s talk back live she lives in
the los angeles area
He Keeps Running Back 2023-07-04 a definition of leadership that would be widely accepted by the majority of
theorists and researchers might say that leadership is a process of social influence in which one person is able to
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enlist the aid and support of others in the accomplishment of a common task the major points of this definition are
that leadership is a group activity is based on social influence and revolves around a common task while this
specification seems relatively simple the reality of leadership is very complex intrapersonal factors thoughts and
emotions interact with interpersonal processes attraction communication and influence to have effects on a
dynamic external environment each of these aspects brings complexity to the leadership process it is the purpose
of this book to make that complexity a bit more manageable increasing the ability to understand what effective
leadership is this volume offers a comprehensive analysis and integration of the empirical research literature and
major theories of leadership it employs a functional analysis stressing what leaders must do to be effective and
specifies the processes related to each function the chapters provide an extensive review of the major approaches
to leadership each chapter is discussed with an eye to explaining the basic principles the research evidence and
where appropriate the relationship of the theory or research program to other theories in addition this volume offers
the most comprehensive treatment of cultural and gender factors in leadership of any recent book the question of
male female differences in leadership style and performance is carefully analyzed against the empirical findings the
ultimate goal of this review of the literature is to provide a basis for the presentation of an integrative model of
leadership that brings together function and process and provides an armature for integrating what is known
Markus Zusak 2014-12-15 complete proceedings of the 2nd european conference on social media porto portugal
published by academic conferences and publishing international limited
Sullivan's Evidence 2007-04-01 what sets the theological intentions of mark s literary devices apart from other
books what niche does it fill that makes its publication important this volume will interest all those who value a
literary approach to the gospel of mark dean deppe introduces some new literary devices in the research of the
gospel of mark as well as demonstrates the theological intentions of mark when he employs these literary devices
deppe argues that mark employs the literary devices of intercalation framework allusionary repetitions narrative
surprises and three types of mirroring to indicate where he speaks symbolically and metaphorically at two levels
mark employs these literary devices not just for dramatic tension and irony but also for theological reasons to apply
the jesus tradition to specific problems in his own day
Harvard Business Review 2005 european democracies is an introduction to the politics and governments of western
central and eastern europe organized thematically rather than country by country this fully revised edition
examines topics such as electoral systems the european union refugees and the welfare state and asks how to
explain variations in policy outcomes and how globalization is affecting european democracies among others
throughout the author treats europe as a single but diverse entity and asks readers to compare what they learn
about european politics with the politics of their own country key features in this new edition include an updated
thematic introduction to the politics and governments of europe fully revised to include comprehensive coverage of
recent electoral politics and political events in europe such as brexit the refugee crisis and terrorist attacks new
chapters on immigration and the nature of european political culture and welfare state new comparative sections
covering topics such as political parties and financial and political differences in governments between europe and
the usa this key in depth text will be essential reading to anyone interested in european politics and comparative
politics
An Integrative Theory of Leadership 2014-02-25 with the pace of competition innovation and change in today s
world creativity isn t a luxury it is a survival skill but even the most creative people can end up stuck stressed out
and stale worn down by the daily grind stimulated is an energetic exploration of five habits that can help you
release your creativity and expand your innovative thinking the method is playful fun enriching and mind expanding
but most important it s a step by step process for getting unstuck with this book you learn how to draw inspiration
and fresh insights from the world around you how to make the most of your surroundings and develop an
environment that will get the creative juices flowing how to turn work into play how to take the leap of faith and
commit to big bold ideas and how to reap the benefits of your success and failures to contribute to the next creative
effort
ECSM2015-Proceedings of the 2nd European Conference on Social Media 2015 2015-07-06 the handbook
of adult psychopathology in asians represents a historically remarkable global collaboration among leading experts
of psychopathology in asian adults chapters provide critical appraisals of existing research and theory as they relate
to issues surrounding the diagnosis etiology and treatment of major mental disorders among asians this volume
covers major axis i disorders as identified by the diagnostic statistical manual of mental disorders including mood
disorders anxiety disorders substance use disorders somatoform disorders dissociative disorders eating disorders
sleep disorders adjustment disorders and schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders in addition the book provides
coverage of axis ii personality disorders including antisocial personality disorder complementing these topics are
chapters that take a unique look at psychiatric syndromes that have been identified in asia and at interventions
that have been indigenously developed in asia for treating mental disorders additional foundational chapters focus
on topics such as the psychology of asians assessment and research issues in studying asians and future directions
for research and policy in studying and treating asians with mental disorders with this volume in hand mental health
professionals and researchers around the world now have a single and critical resource that they can use to
enhance their efforts in studying and treating asian adults with mental disorders
The Theological Intentions of Mark's Literary Devices 2015-10-22
European Democracies 2017-05-18
Stimulated! 2008-04
Handbook of Adult Psychopathology in Asians 2012-05-07
Publications 1991
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